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Hello and Welcome to the DarrasLaw newsletter.
Late March promises to bring in nicer weather and beach trips for
college kids on Spring Break. With March Madness, comes victory
and the agony of defeat as college hoops brackets shatter and
underdogs rise in the ranks.
Major League Baseball season has opened too, and fans everywhere
gear up to watch while simultaneously registering their kids to play
in little leagues and on school teams across the country.
Regardless of your warm weather plans, take time to check your
insurance policies and determine if you are covered for the
unexpected.

Frank N. Darras, Founding Partner
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Mr. Darras,
Words cannot express my
gratitude to you and your
team at DarrasLaw.
You took a nightmare I
could not solve on my own
and worked what I would
call, nothing short of a
miracle, in helping me get
the insurance company to
pay my claim.
I am finally at peace and
have resolution to what
seemed like a cement wall
of defeat.
Thank you for helping me
win and move forward in
my life with dignity.

Whether your kids are driving or flying to their spring break destination,
or if the family is taking a cruise, be sure you understand what insurance
coverage you have or need before embarking on a travel adventure.

Sincerely, J. Greene
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With March Madness and Major League Baseball in the headlines, the
excitement of great games also puts the spotlight on injuries. Are these
players and teams we love to watch really protected if they get injured in a
game? This video offers information for players, coaches and parents.
Be sure to watch our other videos and visit our DarrasLaw/MediaRoom for
more information.
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QUESTION: What steps do I need to follow to protect my home in case of
a disaster?
ANSWER: Every year, videotape your interior and possessions and also
your landscaping and the outside of your home. Make sure you have copies
of important documents stored in another physical location outside the
home, like a family member’s home or a safe deposit box. Always have your
insurance company name, your policy number and your agent’s contact
information in an easy to find spot.
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